CHANGING WITH YOU
If you need to further information on our services, use or installation of each and every product, download technical documentation or find the closest dealer, you can visit our corporate website:

www.jimten.com
In 1965 a group of entrepreneurs, decided to pursue the adventure of replacing old traps lead made at that time, with others made in plastic, easier to install with better performance. This was the origin of Jimten.

From then on, Jimten has evolved as its customers’ needs have. From a small family owned company, to the global company, leader in manufacturing and distribution of plastic solutions for the conduction of fluids it is nowadays.

Capable to quickly and securely respond to the demands of increasingly competitive environment.

Due to this fact, each and every one of the Jimten’s employees, welcome a future filled with new and greater challenges, which demands from us, remain changing so nothing changes between us and our customers.
1965 Jimten S.A. was founded. Pioneer company in the manufacturing of plastic products for the conduction of fluids.

1981 First range of products suited to the conduction of fluids under Pressure. (Gamma '55)

1983 Jimten launches to the market its new PVC made ball valves.

1995 The Gama '55 becomes the first product range in its category to get the "N" (quality mark) from AENOR (certification authority) in Spain.

1996 New production and assembly systems get the ISO 9002 quality certification.

1999 Interbath is integrated within Jimten’s structure, obtaining the ISO 14001 environmental quality certificate.

2001 Jimten launches to the market its first Sanitary Macerator CICLON

2003 Jimten develops its FILTMASTER range of irrigation filters for the profesional market. ISO 9001 certification according to the UNE-EN-2000 norm.
2006
Development of the first joint co-injected traps JUNTAFIX.

2011
A new range of floor gullies, high flow rate, self-cleaning, is presented.

2015
50th anniversary
Jimten presents CICLON CS, the sanitary macerator to be concealed.

2004
New range of products aimed to DIY.

2009
Jimten presents the LINNUM and CAMALEON range. First drainage products adapted to tiled shower trays.
Values

The constant search for new solutions, the development of new and better products thinking in new uses and applications belongs to our DNA.

We partnership our customers and we make them part of our improvements, this is the only way to understand where our sector is heads to. Then we can anticipate to its constant changes.

We fulfill our duties with excellence, from the start to the end of each process, making a responsible use of the resources.

Yesterday, today and tomorrow, we were, we are and we will be observant to the constant changes of the environments to act accordingly.
Vision

BE THE PROFESSIONAL OF REFERENCE FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS.

Never forget the innovation and the quality as the backbone of each of our entrepreneurial decisions.

Mission

Our mission is to balance the operational excellence, product development, and relation to our customers, so we can evolve at the same path than our customer demands. Thanks to our adaptation capacity to the new market scenarios.

Positioning

Jimten is the national leader for the fluid conduction in the following segments: sanitary, building, refurbishment, industrial and irrigation. Present in more than 75 countries worldwide, through its own means, or through a close collaboration with the Aliaxis Group subsidiaries, to whom it belongs to.
OUR
COMMITMENT
... WITH THE QUALITY

Demands us to pursue the highest standards, taking as a starting point the strict fulfillment of the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 norm requirements.

... WITH THE INNOVATION

Has led us to develop over 15,000 different products and it has positioned us as the leader brand in each of the distribution channels where we are present.

... WITH PROFESSIONALS

Who day a day trust in our products. This needs constant guidance and support from them in the set up and control of projects where our products intervene. By means of a dedicated team of professionals with a long trajectory and proved experience.

... WITH TRAINING

Has led to the creation of the Jimten Training Centre, through which we keep informed and train the professionals of the sector, installers and architects, making them know new product trends and installation guidelines in the usage of Jimten products.
WORLDWIDE

75 COUNTRIES
worldwide already conduct their fluids through our more than:

15.000 PRODUCTS
grouped in more than fifteen different families, fully developed by Jimten, from the idea to the distribution, passing through the mold manufacturing or the injection.
PRIVATE USE CHANNELS AND GRIDS
Available a broad range of grids, channels and plastic accessories in 100 and 200 mm width, prepared for water drainage in private areas such as swimming pools, gardens, showers, sports centres, CE mark according to EN-1433 norm.

FLOOR ACCESSORIES

FLOOR GULLIES
Light floor gullies / Trapped floor gullies / Non-trapped floor gullies / Self cleaning floor gullies.

Extensive range of floor gullies for drainage in PVC of stainless steel for pedestrian or traffic areas such as terraces, garages, balconies, patios, gardens, with grids from 100 x 100 until 300 x 300 mm and connection diameters from Ø40 until 125 mm.

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

Pan connector / Asian toilet pan connector / Sanitary Macerator.

Wide range of specific complements for toilets, from flexible pan connectors until solutions for waste water pump to the sewage nets.

BUILDING & SANITARY

SANITARY APPLICATIONS

WASTE & TRAPS
Traps / Outlets / Bathtub outlets / Shower tray outlets / “Carta Oro” series / Floor traps.

The biggest product and accessories range, chromed and white versions for waste disposal of any sanitary appliance from its outlet until the connection to the sewage net.

FLOOR GULLIES AND DRAINAGE CHANNELS FOR TILED SHOWER TRAYS.
Complete range of floor gullies, vertical or horizontal outlet and 3 grid designs.

Extensive range of channels, available in 6 lengths and 2 different grid widths.

FLOOR GULLIES

New range of floor gullies / Trapped floor gullies / Non-trapped floor gullies / Self cleaning floor gullies.

OUR PRODUCTS

Applied innovation

The key on the Jimten’s success relies in the trust that our customers place in our products.

The continuous improvement of each step in the process, incorporating the latest available technology, minimizing the resources, and always seeking the highest standards of quality, enables us to reach the market with very competitive prices, unique designs and innovative solutions.

Our different product families show our flexibility in the structuring of our offer, attending to our customer demands, with a proactive attitude, providing value solutions anytime.
SEWAGE

“Sistema colector” inspection chambers system.

Number of elements whose combination allows to obtain a large number of possible pre-assembled inspection chambers configurations for the inspection of sewage networks.

WATER MANAGEMENT

BALL VALVES

PP Ball valves / PVC Ball valves / UPVC Superior Ball Valves to be actuated / 3 Way PVC Ball Valves / Butterfly Valves / 3 Pieces PVC union.

JIMTEN valves make the control of a number different kinds of installation easy, both agriculture or industrial areas, delivering the right solution for each application.

PRESSURE

PE PIPE ACCESSORIES-GAMA 55

Fitting Gamma 55 / Flanges / Saddles / BSP Threaded fittings.

With more than 25 years of experience, JIMTEN is the market leader in Spain for PE pipe fittings, both in agriculture or building applications.

A recognized product quality through its certificates.

IRRIGATION VALVES AND ANTI VAC VALVES

Microirrigation valves / Hidraulic valves / Antivac valves / Programmers.

For a better irrigation water control, control elements such as valves or antivac valves have vital importance on installations.

JIMTEN offers a complete product portfolio on our catalogue.

DRIPPERS AND ACCESSORIES

Irrigation inspection chambers / Micro irrigation accessories / Drippers / Gardening sprinklers / Micro sprinklers.

The emitters (drippers or sprinklers), are a determinant part in a gardening installation, JIMTEN proposes solutions for all kind of grows and places

FILTMASTER

The most versatile, efficient and cost-efficient tool.

Filtmaster is a modular filtering system, with screen or disk filtering means.

Available in 25, 50, 100, 130 and 200 microns, with a wide range which can be extended its coverage ranging from 15 m3/h up to over 600 cubic meters.

Filters in 2”, 3” and 4” after Filtmaster configuration to ensure maximum hydraulic comfort with small backpressures.

INTRODUCTION

In 1965 a group of entrepreneurs, decided to pursue the abstraction of replacing old lead traps made at short times, with others made in plastic, easier to install with better performance. This was the origin of JIMTEN.

From then on, JIMTEN has evolved as its customers’ needs have. From a small family owned company, to the global company, leader in manufacturing and distribution of plastics solutions for the conduction of fluids.

Capable to quickly and securely respond to the demands of increasingly competitive environments.

Due to this fact, each and every one of the JIMTEN’s employees, welcome the fast development time of global challenges, which demand from us, remain changing to fulfilling challenges between us and our customers.

Due to this fact, each and every one of the JIMTEN’s employees, welcome the fast development time of global challenges, which demand from us, remain changing to fulfilling challenges between us and our customers.
If you need further information on our services, use or installation of each and every product, download technical documentation or find the closest dealer, you can visit our corporate website:

www.jimten.com